
Maya Wasserman, strangers again 
verse 1 

now we are strangers again, but this time with memories

maybe we’ll meet again one day 
in my dreams we’ll laugh and play a game 
i know it makes me sad as well
but for now forgive me i must tell my

mum i’m staying far away from you please don’t get in my way yeah
it’s sad we’ve been through much i’m sorry we can’t stay in touch i

prechorus 

thought i’d love you till the day earth shatters into pieces
thought i’d die for you although you gave me zero reasons to 

chorus 

i never knew you like i thought i did
you made me feel like i was still a kid 
when you kissed me in the rain
took me on a random train 
babe i’m feeling it again

verse 1

if i saw you on the street
i’d say that you look pretty sweet
but if I looked you in the eyes
i’d see the devil in disguise i

really wish we hadn’t met
you taught me loads but I don’t get how
you think we should still be friends
i’m sorry I need us to end now

prechorus 

thought i’d love you till the day earth shatters into pieces
thought i’d die for you although you gave me zero reasons to 

chorus 

i never knew you like i thought i did
you made me feel like i was still a kid 
when you kissed me in the rain
took me on a random train 
babe i’m feeling it again

bridge 

it’s replays in my head like a broken CD
I never thought I could be so needy
still feel your breath on my neck please stop me
i’m reminiscing again I said stop

it’s replays in my head like a broken CD
I give and you take youre so fucking greedy
you knew how I felt and you still tore me apart

chorus 

i never knew you like i thought i did



you made me feel like i was still a kid 
when you kissed me in the rain
took me on a random train 
then you put me in pain 
made me feel like i’m insane
so you need to stay away
and i’m gonna be okay
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